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TVA PLAYS TRICKS
Hie Tennessee Valley Authority and Its Chairman, Aubrey J.
agner.have come forward with a bit of sleight of hand magic

.ulRned to fool the public on the Issue ol strip mine reclamation.
TVA, in what must be one of the all-ti- heights in cynical
ortempt for the public and its Intelligence, says that it now is

. lr.tf to require firms which sell it coal to do some reclamation
ork.
The coal contractors must, says TVA, grade spoil banks as

leccsary to provide for re -- establishment of vegetation; they
iiust plant trees or other vegetation meeting with TVA approv-

al, and they must do all of this at the same time the mining
) taking place, to the extent possible.

Ml of this is designed to impress the public, to fool the unin-orme- d,

to hulld a false image of concern for conservation for
j VA. It Is a contemptable bit of trickery.

Truth is, the TVA will require not a single Kentucky strip
T me operator to do anything that he is not already required to

yj by Kentucky state law. The requirements set up by the
VA are, in fact, considerably less strict than those spelled
at in Kentucky state law.
And where does the TVA buy most of its coal? In Kentucky,

jf course.
Of its total purchases, 64 per cent comes from Kentucky. An

additional 15 per cent comes from Illinois, which also has a
...egree of state control over strip mines. Thus, TO per cent of

VA's coal purchases will not be affected by its new regulations.
What will TVA's action do for the people of Knott ana Letcher

aid Perry and other Eastern Kentucky counties who daily see
heir homes and gafdens destroyed by washing and sliding from
'rip mine slopes? Not a thing.
All TVA has done insofar as Eastern Kentucky is concerned is to

gxve the strip coal operator a new license to plunder, this time
cloaked under the supposedly respectable name of the TVA I

And further, TVA tells the Kentucky Mountain Plunderers that
if they now will continue Just as they have been, it, the TVA,
will pay them even more money for their stolen loot than they
have been getting.

If the'Tennessee Valley Authority is guilty of dealing with
something less than complete honesty with the problems of
Eastern Kentucky, so is the federal government In general and
the U. S. Department of the Interior in particular.

Asked about the possibility of federal legislation to control
trip mining, a spokesman for Interior Secretary Stuart Udall
aid the department thinks any federal action must await com-

pletion of a two-ye- ar study of strip mining.
This of course If the purest form of nonsense. A one -- hour

jur of the devastation in Eastern Kentucky is all that anyone
leeds to be an absolute expert. It takes only a look to know

that Eastern Kentucky Is well on its way to becoming a total
wasteland. No study is needed.

Thirty years ago, President Franklin D. Roosevelt started the
United States out on its way to becoming the Great Society by
ieating the Tennessee Valley Authority as an agency supposedly

dedicated to efforts to save the lands and the peoples of a great
section of the nation, and by bringing to the Interior Department
ihe late, great Harold L. Ickes who fought like the lion he was
for the protection and wise usage of our vast national resources.

Today, we have men like Aubrey Wagner and Stuart Udall.
Today, we have men and women and children being driven

from their homes for the enrichment of a few.
Today, we have foreign writers and photographers and public

officials and tourists by the dozen who visit the area, take a
ook, -- wonder at the folly of the United States and go away

questioning whether their own countries should any longer listen
to this country.

IT IS "EITHER-O- R
II

Kentucky and Its strip -- mining industry have reached
the "elther-or- " point.

Either coal will be mined by this method, under present
'aw, without undue damage to owners of the surface lands
and to others, or the law will be changed to eliminate the in-

dustry Itself In- some sections of the state.
We respect Governor Breathitt's view of the situation as he

considers the production of coal by this method as an indistry
which contributes much to the economy of the coal-produci- ng

areas as well as to that of Kentucky as a whole, meanwhile
keeping sight of the destructive effects of such mining, partic-
ularly in mountainous terrain.

He apparently recognizes the fact that the end does not justify
the means. He is committed to the need to curb destruction of
the natural beauty of the land and to stay the Imposition of dam-
age and injustice upon private property and state streams and to
the public as a whole. Every elected official needs to remem-
ber these vital matters. To look only to the end-resu- lt that
coal is mined and sold and that men make money doing so, pro-

viding others with work and paying taxes on their properties and
earnings, will be to sanction destruction which will cost individ-
uals, the publlc--th- e Commonwealth itself--f- or generations to
come.

The people of Eastern Kentucky have for several generations
now swallowed a bitter pill as they saw their natural resources
shipped away out of the mineral rights which their fathers sold
lor a mere pittance. Bitter as It was, they have stood up to the
bargain. But that old transaction envisioned nothing such as the
mining of coal by power shovel and auger. Those who brought
the mineral rights were not, In reality, In the market for coal
to be snip-mine- d, and by the same token those who owned the
coal did not sell coal to be strip-mine- d.

The Injustice of the situation nas at long last touched official
conscience, and Governor Breathitt has publicly pledged the
support of the state to the legal battle against those broad-for- m

mineral deeds which are so that the landowner is
left helpless and virtually at the mercy of the owner of the coal
and other minerals left beneath the surface.

Now, the Supreme Court may be given another opportunity to
look into the matter of human rights.
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This photograph show Gov. Edward T. Breathitt on a recent inspection tour of the mosquito-plague- d

wastelands of Western Kentucky created b decade of strip mining. The governor
lias called for a tightening of state control of strip operations, court action in behalf of Eastern
Kentuckians who don't want their homes destroyed by stripping, and federal and Tennessee
Valley Authority regulations in a broad-scale- d effort to save the lands of Kentucky for enjoyment
by future generations. Pictured with the governor is Robert Montgomery, state natural resources
commissioner for rechmation.

A STATE MENT ON STRIPMINI NG FROM THE GOVERNOR

By Governor Edward T. Breathitt
Frankfort One of the basic pledges

in the platform on which I ran for Gov-
ernor two years ago was to promote the
conservation of Kentucky's natural re-

sources.
The hard looks I have just taken at

strip mine operations in both Eastern
and Western Kentucky prompt me to
broaden that pledge.

I have instigated action to try to re-
lieve the sorry - situation in which the
owners of surface land in Eastern Ken-
tucky find themselves because of the
so-call- ed broad form, or Jong-for- m deeds

rights.
Hhe Courtkbave held, that the mineral-righ- ts

deeds, drawn up 50 or more years
ago, give their owners the power to strip
the surface of the land to get out the coal
beneath, despite the protests of owners of
the surface who may be ruined in the
process.

In furtherance of my determination to
alleviate this situation, if at all possible,
I have asked the Attorney General to in-

tervene in a Knott County court case to
test again at length the legality of the
long-for- m deeds.

I have assigned a lawyer from my
office to assist in the suit, outside coun-
sel will be hired if necessary, and we
are prepared to go even to the U.S. Su-

preme Court for a final interpretation.
In the Knott County case, 19 land ow-

ners were enjoined from interfering with
mining operations which they said caused
silt, stone and other debris to wash onto
their property.

The landowners asked the court through
their attorney to dissolve the restraining
order and to declare the land off-lim- its

to the coal operators on the grounds that
the old long-for- m deeds should not apply
to strip and auger mining. Strip and auger
mining were unknown when most of the

?

deeds were written.
As a result of my tour of the strip

and auger mining section of Eastern Ken-
tucky, I have directed the Department of
Natural Resources to adopt regulations
aimed at solving the problems caused by
mining on steep slopes and other prac-
tices which result in damage to homes,
streams, wildlife and vegetation.

I was pleased- - to note on my trip to
Western Kentucky that worthwhile re-
clamation work had been done under pro-
visions of the strip-mi- ne law passed by
the 1964 General Assembly.

It was apparent, however, that we have
not done all we must do, and with that
in mind I ordered a new regulation that
will require flattening into rolling terrain
the hills of earth stripped off to get at
the coal. This would eliminate deep pits
and valleys that hold acid water.

The inspection trips proved to me that
it is vitally important that the State act
with responsibility in the whole area of
strip and auger mining to protect the
rights of the citizens of today as well as
those of tomorrow. It is increasingly ap-
parent that further action will be neces-
sary at the 1966 Legislature.

My determination-- to continue to work
for a Federal strip mining law was also
strengthened by the inspection trips. Be-
cause some states have no laws or lax
laws, Kentucky's coal firms, operating
under strict laws, are at a competitive
disadvantage.

I have asked the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, as well as private utilities to pay
Kentucky producers a hlcrher nHrf for tVio

coal they use, to help bear the cost of
reclaiming tne land so r
by strip mine operatJ'

My thanks go out i
ported me and continue
efforts to save our land.
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